RBS Stops Offering Netting

The restructuring at RBS means that RBS no longer offers or supports Access Netting.
The netting product, offered by RBS, Access Netting, was developed by Coprocess and was
licensed to RBS in a white labelling agreement in 2009. It was originally developed as a tailored
version of our standard netting solution. The standard version, as offered by Coprocess, is a
bank independent solution, that includes payment interfaces to all the main banks plus
additional functionality not included in the RBS tailored version.
We had over 120 corporates using our netting solution at the point RBS stopped offering
netting, including:

Upgrade, Improvements and New Features
Since 2009, Coprocess has continued to enhance and improve our netting solution for our
clients, adding functionality such as the ability to upload both AR and AP items, to match, to
reconcile, to dialogue at an invoice level, etc. But the basic netting functionality, the underlying
technology, the security and the user interface all remain the same.
Coprocess offers the netting solution as an SaaS solution from our dedicated hosted platform.

Simple Move from Access Netting into Coprocess Netting
It was a straightforward move from Access Netting to Coprocess Netting, something we can
easily do from other systems to Coprocess, not just RBS.
Ask us about moving the static data, existing interfaces (import and export) or using the API,
reports and payments. Lift and drop what you have now or take advantage of Coprocess'
additional functionality to improve your Intercompany.

Outsourced Clients
RBS’s outsourcing service ran and administered the netting. We have Treasury outsourcing
partners who perform these functions on behalf of our clients if desired. If this is of interest we
can provide contact details.

For More Information
Please visit our web site for more details or contact Coprocess directly at info@coprocess.com
or call +41.22.311.1383.
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